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““Two Two tonnestonnes of excavated potsherds are unlikely to tell us of excavated potsherds are unlikely to tell us 
anything of the origins and character of the semianything of the origins and character of the semi--mythical mythical 
BacweziBacwezi dynastydynasty”” –– Graham Graham ConnahConnah in Antiquity 1991, in Antiquity 1991, 

p.480.p.480.

 
 

Connah, G. 1991.  The salt of Bunyoro: seeking the origins of an African kingdom.  

Antiquity 65:479-94. 
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Some Theories to Explain the Some Theories to Explain the BacweziBacwezi::

Rulers of Rulers of ““a loosely organized empirea loosely organized empire”” ((OgotOgot 1984) with its 1984) with its 
capital at capital at BigoBigo

Rulers of several small, perhaps contemporaneous, 
chiefdoms (Tantala 1989, inter alia)

Spirits/spirit-mediums associated with shrine sites whose 
roots lie deep in the EIA (Urewe) and are linked to iron-
working and fertility (Schmidt 1978, 2006, inter alia).

Spirit mediums (often women) whose activities served as 
foci of resistance to the later Nyoro kingdom (Berger 1981)

 
 

Ogot, B.A.  1984.  The Great Lakes region.  In D.T. Niane (ed.), General History of 

Africa IV: Africa from the Twelfth to the Sixteenth Century, pp. 498-524.  Paris: 

Unesco. 

Tantala, R.L.  1989. The early history of Kitara in western Uganda: process models of 

religious and political change.  Doctoral dissertation, University of Wisconsin-

Madison.  UMI. 

Berger, I.  1981.  Religion and Resistance.  Tervuren: Musée Royal de l'Afrique 

Centrale.  

Schmidt, P.R. 1978.  Historical Archaeology: A Structural Approach in an African 

Culture.  Westport, CT: Greenwood Press. 

Schmidt, P.R. 2006.  Historical Archaeology in Africa: Representation, Social 

Memory, and Oral Traditions.  AltaMira Press. 
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My Interpretation My Interpretation 
((Robertshaw 1999; Robertshaw & Taylor 2000; etc)Robertshaw 1999; Robertshaw & Taylor 2000; etc)

CweziCwezi sites, particularly sites, particularly MubendeMubende Hill, were ritual Hill, were ritual 
centerscenters
These centers date to about the 13These centers date to about the 13thth--1414thth centuries ADcenturies AD
They represent centers where leaders of small polities They represent centers where leaders of small polities 
sought to attract followers by control of ritual knowledge sought to attract followers by control of ritual knowledge 
(creative power)(creative power)
They are linked particularly with agriculture and perhaps They are linked particularly with agriculture and perhaps 
womenwomen
They occur during a period of drier, variable climatesThey occur during a period of drier, variable climates
The major earthworks (The major earthworks (BigoBigo, Munsa, , Munsa, KibengoKibengo) occur ) occur 
laterlater

 
 

Robertshaw, P.  1999.  Seeking and keeping power in Bunyoro-Kitara, Uganda.  In 

S.K. McIntosh (ed.), Beyond Chiefdoms: Pathways to Complexity in Africa, pp.124-

35.  Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.  

Robertshaw, P. and D. Taylor  2000.  Climate change and the rise of political 

complexity in western Uganda.  Journal of African History  41:1-28. 
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Recent Criticism of My Interpretation Recent Criticism of My Interpretation 

I ignore a substantial EIA I ignore a substantial EIA 
occupation at occupation at MubendeMubende
HillHill

I mostly ignored the ritual I mostly ignored the ritual 
significance of the site, a significance of the site, a 
center of fertility rituals center of fertility rituals 
and symbolismand symbolism

My surveys in the region My surveys in the region 
were poorly designed were poorly designed 
with the result that I failed with the result that I failed 
to find many EIA sitesto find many EIA sites

I am obsessed with I am obsessed with 
useless Western theories useless Western theories 
of state formationof state formation

 
 

Schmidt, P.R. 2006.  Historical Archaeology in Africa: Representation, Social 

Memory, and Oral Traditions, Chapter 10.  Oxford: AltaMira Press. 
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MubendeMubende HillHill
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MubendeMubende HillHill
Is there a substantial EIA occupation?

A re-examination of the excavated potsherds identified 79 
EIA/Urewe sherds (not vessels) in an assemblage of 
~20,000 sherds

Did I ignore the ritual significance of the site?

I suggested that it may have been a ritual center in the 13th/14th

century in my first summary of the excavations (Robertshaw 1988)
and I have consistently mentioned this in my writings drawing 
attention to the likely importance of women and agriculture

 
 

Robertshaw, P. 1988.   The interlacustrine region: a progress report. Nyame Akuma 

30:37-38. 
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Is there EIA material at other known Is there EIA material at other known CweziCwezi sites in this sites in this 
region?region?

Kasunga is the only other 
excavated Cwezi shrine –

The birthplace of Ndahura, 
who later moved to 
Mubende Hill

 
 

Robertshaw, P., Kamuhangire, E.R., Reid, A., Young, R., Childs, S.T. and N. 

Pearson  1997.  Archaeological research in Bunyoro-Kitara: preliminary results.  

Nyame Akuma 48:70-77. 

Tantala, R.L.  1989. The early history of Kitara in western Uganda: process models of 

religious and political change.  Doctoral dissertation, University of Wisconsin-

Madison.  UMI. 

Robertshaw, P. and D. Taylor  2000.  Climate change and the rise of political 

complexity in western Uganda.  Journal of African History 41:1-28. 
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KasungaKasunga
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KasungaKasunga

Earliest date?
Several dates from different parts of the 
site put earliest occupation in the 14th

century AD

EIA/Urewe pottery? ~100,000 excavated sherds; not a 
single EIA sherd identified

 
 

Robertshaw, P. and D. Taylor  2000.  Climate change and the rise of political 

complexity in western Uganda.  Journal of African History 41:1-28. 

Robertshaw, P.  In prep.  Excavations at Kasunga. 
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Missed EIA sites?Missed EIA sites?

Perhaps, but….

“In western Uganda…only from ~AD1000 are 
there clear indications of widespread primary 

forest clearance” (Ssemmanda et al. 2005:119)

Graham Connah found no EIA exploitation of 
salt at Kibiro

Historical linguistics indicate major 
expansion of people into this region in the 

early 2nd millennium AD

 
 

Connah, G. 1996. Kibiro: The Salt of Bunyoro, Past and Present.  London: The 

British Institute in Eastern Africa Memoir 13. 

Schoenbrun, D.L. 1993. Cattle herds and banana gardens: the historical geography 

of the western Great Lakes region,ca AD 800–1500. African Archaeological Review 

11:39-72. 

Ssemmanda, I., Ryves, D.B., Bennike, O. and Appleby, P.G.  2005. Vegetation 

history in western Uganda during the last 1200 years: a sedimentbased 

reconstruction from two crater lakes. The Holocene 15:119-132.  
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Munsa pollen coreMunsa pollen core

 
 

Lejju, B.J., Taylor, D. and Robertshaw, P.  2005. Late-Holocene environmental 

variability at Munsa archaeological site, Uganda: a multicore, multiproxy approach.  

The Holocene 15:1044-61. 
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Am I obsessed with theories of state formation?Am I obsessed with theories of state formation?

Yes…..

And no…..

 
 

Yes…Robertshaw, P. 1994. Archaeological survey, ceramic analysis, and state 

formation in western Uganda.  African Archaeological Review 12:105-131. 

 

No…. Tantala makes much of the importance of the Cwezi shrines as political 

centers.  Also Lanning in interviews conducted in 1953-5 was told by local informants 

that Mubende developed first as a political center.  Drums, symbols of political 

authority, were part of the site’s regalia.  All the traditions and oral histories, as 

remembered by Banyoro, emphasize the political and often military significance of 

the Bacwezi.  Ignoring this fact to focus solely on the ritual significance of sites like 

Mubende Hill is just as much a denial of Africa’s past as would be a blinkered focus 

on state formation. 
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ItIt’’s better to be criticized than ignoreds better to be criticized than ignored…….I think.I think……

Building on the criticism…..

Two topics to explore:
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1) The nature of EIA/1) The nature of EIA/UreweUrewe sites in Bunyorosites in Bunyoro

Small numbers of sherds

Often found in or very near rockshelters 
– this doesn’t seem to be a product of 
erosional/depositional processes or poor 
archaeological survey techniques

Pre-Cwezi (musaza) priests associated with 
sacred caves (Tantala 1989:557)

 
 

Tantala, R.L.  1989.  The early history of Kitara in western Uganda: process models 

of religious and political change.  Doctoral dissertation, University of Wisconsin-

Madison.  UMI. Tyranny of the Bantu farmer, southern African EIA settlement pattern 

view of the world! 
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2) 2) The past was important in the pastThe past was important in the past

Munsa appears to be have been one of the first 
settlements in the region (~9th/10th century)

Is that one or the major reason why the 
earthworks were dug there rather than 

somewhere else?

Mubende Hill was originally known by another 
name (Kisozi) and likely was the center of a pre-

Cwezi cult 

For Bunyoro-Kitara, a pre-Cwezi (EIA/Urewe?) 
religious complex  or complexes (cults) involving 

caves, wells, and pythons

 
 

The Cwezi, therefore, are not associated with the EIA/Urewe, but there is a pre-

Cwezi cult or cults that may be associated with the EIA.  Pre-Cwezi cult suggested by 

the alleged ability of the Nyakahuma to turn into a snake and swim in the sacred well 

at the new moon.  Roscoe recorded traditions of a special temple at Kisengwe 

(Kasunga) where a priest lived with a python and fed it milk (Tantala 1989:600).  

Python cults around L. Victoria “part of an ideational set that combines python gods 

with rain-making, fertility and spirit possession” (Tantala, p.613).  In Kisengwe area 

before the Cwezi arrival, “two competing nodes of ritual-cum-political authority: the 

Gaba line of musaza priests and the Ranzi family which controlled the python cult” 

(Tantala, p.632).  

 “The source of power resides in the interaction between natural, social, and 

supernatural realms” (Arens and Karp 1989:xvii) – caves are at the interface between 

these realms. 

Arens, W. and I. Karp  1989.  Introduction.  In W. Arens and I. Karp (eds.), Creativity 

of Power, pp.xi-xxvii.  Bloomington: Indiana University Press.  
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SUMMARYSUMMARY

Cwezi sites were probably important ritual and political centers 
during the second millennium AD

The “semi-mythical” Bacwezi in Bunyoro are probably not directly 
associated with EIA/Urewe

Urewe presence in Bunyoro in 1st millennium AD – small numbers 
of sherds often associated with rockshelters

EIA/Urewe more likely to be associated with one (two?) pre-Cwezi
cults associated with rockshelters and pythons, possibly of pan-

Great Lakes distribution
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